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This paper is concerned with optimal parameter selection in differential games. 
Necessary and sufticient conditions are derived for the existence of a saddle point 
for a general two-person zero-sum differential game when one or both the players 
use suboptimal control laws of specified form. The specified forms for the controls 
consist of weighted sums of the state variables, the weighting factors being products 
of known time-varying functions and of piecewise-constant functions to be deter- 
mined in an optimal manner. The controls which are formed in this way are 
referred to as piecewise control laws. The time intervals associated with the 
piecewise control laws can be different for each player. The general results are 
applied to linear-quadratic games, and for this class of differential games, an 
additional development is given to obtain piecewise control law parameters that are 
independent of initial conditions, so that a saddle point with respect o the expected 
value of the performance index is obtained. Consideration has also been given to 
the problem of optimizing the gain change points. The results are applied to scalar 
and vector dynamic systems, and numerical solutions are presented. 0 1984 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The advantages of employing suboptimal control laws of specified form 
for one-sided optimal control problems and differential games are well 
known [8, 10, 111. 
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In the case of one-sided optimal control theory, necessary conditions for 
computing piecewise-constant feedback parameters that are independent of 
initial conditions have been derived by Kleinman et al. [9], but they did not 
consider optimizing the gain change points. 
An extension of the algorithm presented in [9] to the case where the gain- 
change points are also optimized has been presented by Bertsekas [2] for the 
case of one-sided optimal control theory, but neither all the necessary 
conditions nor piecewise suboptimal controls have been considered in [2]. 
Moreover, the results in both [9] and [2] are not directly applicable when 
partial information about possible initial states is known. 
The above references could be augmented by [ 1,5--6, 7, 12, 141. None of 
the foregoing works have considered the many variations of suboptimal 
differential games studied in this work. 
References [3] and ]4] dealt with the general case. However, they 
considered neither piecewise constant gains nor different gain change points 
for each player. The major contribution of this work is the derivation of the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a saddle point under 
the constraint of piecewise suboptimal control laws, with consideration being 
given to the optimal choice of the gain-change points for each player in time 
and also to partial information about the possible initial conditions. The 
results are more complete than the existing results, even for the case of one- 
sided control theory [2, 8,9]. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Given is a dynamic system 
x = f(x, u, v, t), to<t<T (1) 
where x is an (n x 1) state vector, u and v are control vectors of dimensions 
p and q, respectively, to is the fixed initial time, and T is the fixed terminal 
time. 
A cost functional 
J(u, v) = L@(T), T) + jt; g(x, u, v, t> dt (2) 
is given. The real-valued functions f, L, and g are all assumed to be of class 
C2 with respect o their arguments. The problem is to find or characterize, if
they exist, particular controls u” and v” which are optimal in the sense that 
for any other control vectors, u and v, there holds 
quo, v”) < J(u, v”) (3) 
quo, v) Q quo, VO), (4) 
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Controls u and v may be constrained to be of the form 
[ 
ml1 
u = c aV(t)A li x, 
I 
t,<t<t, 
j=1 
and 
where aij(t) and Pij(t) are scalar time-varying functions of specified form. 
A” and B” are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions and are to be 
determined to satisfy (3) and (4). The control diagram of Fig. la illustrates 
to ( tl 2 t2 . . . 2 ts-l 2 T 
(b) 
FIG. 1. Control diagrams. 
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the constraints on u and v. Section 3 considers this case of Fig. la for the 
derivation of necessary conditions. 
Results for the more general case, Fig. lb, are readily obtained on this 
basis and are listed in Section 4A. 
Constraints for the more general case include 
k’j = [O], j = 1, 2,..., m, 1 
k” = [O], j = 1, 2,..., ml2 
li’j = [O], j = 1, 2 ,..., m2, (5) 
and 
ti*j = [O], j= 1, 2 ,..., rn2*. 
In general the optimal A ‘j, A *j, B Ii, and B *j are functions of the initial 
state x0. Section 6 is devoted to the case where the players desire to form 
control laws that are independent of the initial state: each player assumes 
some a priori distribution of possible initial states and satisfies conditions for 
optimality only in an expected value sense. 
3. NECESSARY CONDITIONS-CONTROL DIAGRAM OF FIG. la 
Variational procedures are applied to yield the necessary conditions for 
optimality. For convenience the (p X n) matrices A ‘j and A *j and the (q x n) 
matrices B” and B” are partitioned in terms of columns: Let 
Alj= [a$:j . . . a:], j = 1, 2,..., m,, (6) 
A”= [a2jaij . . . 
1 4% j = 1, 2,..., ml2 (7) 
B” = [b;jby . . . btl’], j = 1, 2,..., m21 (8) 
and 
B” = [b;‘b:j . . . b;j], j = 1, 2,..., rn2* (9) 
where ay and by, i = 1,2, are constant vectors. 
For convenience let xl, x2, and xj denote the state vector x of the system 
during the interval t, to t, , t, to t,, and t, to T, respectively, and let 
( 
ml1 m 2; 
gl=g X1, C a&‘jXl, ,,& PljB “X2 3 I) (10) 
j=l 
ml2 m.21 
g*=g ~2, C a2#*jX2, C PljB’jX2, t (11) 
j=l j=l ml2 m-L1 g3=g x3, c a2,A2jx3, B2jx3, t 
/=l 
(12) 
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Similar identities f, , f2, f3 are defined for f. The augmented cost functional 
for the related minimum problem is 
Ja=L(x(T),T)+jt’[ g,  L;(f, -i,) -bF i q,$$ 1 dt to j=l k=l 12 
j[ 
m12 n + g, + i;(f, - XJ - 2 c q$iy dt 
+f[ 
j=l k=l I 
ml2 n 
g, + b;(f3 - XJ - c r #‘ii? 
I 
dt (13) 
12 j=l k=l 
where f, , f2, f3, g, , g,, and g, are evaluated at the optimum B% and where 
h,, b,, A,, q$, qy’s are vector Lagrange multipliers of appropriate 
dimensions. Integrating by parts and considering only first-order variations, 
it follows that 
8J, = g ‘- 
ml1 n 
6x(T) + C x {qy(t,) - qf(t,)}’ day 
t-T j=l k=l 
+ 2 i {qF(tl)-qF(T)}6aF+(g,-g,) dt, 
j=l k=l t=t, 
+ j” [T 6x-5;&, dt 
to I 
(14) 
where 
H, = gi + i[fi, i = 1,2,3. (15) 
A necessary condition for optimality is that SJ, = 0. Therefore, the terms 
that multiply the independent variations Bay and say must be zero. Thus: 
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k = 1, 2,..., n 
j = 1, 2 ,..., m , , 
k = 1, 2,..., n 
j = 1, 2 ,..., m,2 
k = 1, 2,..., n 
j = 1, 2 ,..., m,, 
I *‘aH,dt + jt:$- t, 84’ dt = 0, 
k = 1, 2,..., n 
j = 1, 2 ,..., m,2’ 
Now consider I:: 5; &, dt. Integrating by parts gives 
I 
t1 
to 
But 
6x = dx -,, dt,. 
Therefore, 
S;Sxl;; = A;@,) dx(t,) -A;@,) iI(tl) dt, 
and 
j”l;&, dt = h;(t,) dx,(t,) - h;(t,) Xl(tl)dtl - j” i;sx dt. 
to 10 
Similarly, 
I 
12 
A;&, dt = A;(&) dx&) - l;(tJ dx2(tl) 
t1 
+ A;@,) i2(tl) dt, - j”l;;Sx dt 
11 
j’l;di, dt = I;(T) dx(T) - A#,) dx&) - jr 1:6x dt. 
12 t2 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
Substituting (16)-(19) and (22)-(24) in (14) and assuming that x is 
continuous, it follows that 
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+f’ (z+&)‘Sxdt 
to 
+f (z+I,)‘Bxdt+jt; ($+i,)‘Sxdt. 
Therefore, for &I, to be zero, it is required that 
H,@,) = H*@J 
aH,/cVx = -i, 
[aL/ax]t=T = h(T) 
aH,/i?x = -3;, 
Ut*) = W2) 
i?H,/c% =-i, 
Wd = WI) 
in addition to conditions (16) to (19). 
A similar set of conditions can be found for the related maximum 
problem. The two sets of necessary conditions can be combined and the 
necessary conditions for the problem formulated in Section 2 can be shown 
[lo] as follows: 
H,(tJ = H&J (25) 
H&d = H&2) (26) 
cYH&x = -1, (27) 
[aL/axlt=T = ‘dr> P) 
L?H,/cYx = -A, (29) 
W2) = %> (30) 
cYH,/cYx = -h, (31) 
&@A = Mt,) (32) 
J :’ -$ dt = [0], 0 j = 1, 2 ,..., m , , (33) 
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s t2 aH, dt + jt; $t, 8A2’ dt = [0], j= 1, 2 ,..., m,2 (34) 
dt = [0], j = 1, 2,..., rn2i (35) 
I = aH, t2 a~” dt = LOI, j = 1, 2 ,..., m,,. (36) 
It is evident from (25) and (26) that for optimality of gain-change points 
H has to be continuous at the gain-change points. 
4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS-GENERAL CASE: FIG. lb 
Consider the control diagram of Fig. lb, which indicates that there are s 
distinct intervals of interest. It is assumed in Fig. lb that players alternate in 
changing their gain values; other assumptions are possible and related 
necessary conditions for optimality could be obtained. Note that s in Fig. lb 
is necessarily odd for any integer W. 
Following the development of the previous section, it can be shown that 
necessary conditions are: 
H,(4) = HI, l(t,h I = 1, 2,..., s - 1 
WI) = Al, 1(tJ9 I = 1, 2,..., s - 1 
aL - 
ax = W’) t=T 
3Hl -zz 
ax 
4, I = 1, 2,..., s 
i+l t, 
Y aHl 
i = 0, 2, 4 ,..., s - 1 
fFi i t,-, aA@/ + l)j 
dt = [O], 
j= 1, L, ml,l+(i/z) 
where, for i = 0, the first term in the summation is ignored; and 
i+2 II 
lz&+ 1 ‘( 
aff, dt = [0], 
i = 0, 2, 4 ,..., s - 1 
t,m, aB(i/2 + Oj j = 1, L..., m2,l +(i/2) 
where, for i = s - 1, the last term in the summation is ignored. 
(37) 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
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4B. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS-GENERAL CASE:FIG. lb 
The sufficient conditions for the more general case of Fig. lb follow the 
procedure adopted by Rhodes [ 131 for the case of zero-sum games without 
gain constraints. 
Let 
A denote the set {A ‘j, A 2i ,..., A((‘+‘)‘*)j, I,, t, ,..., fsp2} 
B denote the set {B’j, B” ,..., B((s+1)‘2)J’, t,, t, ,..., c,-~} 
q denote the set {q”, q”,..., q((‘+ l)‘*)j}, and 
p denote the set {pr’, p”,..., p((si1)‘2)j}. 
THEOREM 1. A sufficient condition that the A0 and B” which satisfy Eqs. 
(37) to (41) are indeed optimal in the sense of a saddle point is that there 
exists a scalar function I(A, B, x, n, p) which satisfies the following five 
properties. 
(1) m,‘n S(x, A, B”, n, p) = 0. (42) 
(2) The minimum in (42) occurs for A = A ‘. (43) 
(3) m;x S(x, A ‘, B, n, p) = 0. (44) 
(4) The maximum in (44) occurs for B = B ‘. (45) 
(5) IV’, B”, x(T), v(T), P(T)) = W(T), T> (46) 
where A’, B”, n(t), p(t) are determined by the necessary conditions (37) to 
(41), and where the scalar function S is defined by the equation 
S(x, A, B, v, P) = 1, + W + g (47) 
The prime in (47) denotes the transpose, and I, and I, represent the partial 
derivatives with respect to t and x , respectively. 
Proof of the above theorem follows from that of Rhodes [ 13 1. The main 
difficulty in specific problems lies in the selection of the scalar function I. 
5. APPLICATION TO LINEAR-QUADRATIC GAMES 
Consider a linear system 
(48) 
198 
where: 
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x is an (n X 1) state vector 
F is an (n x n) matrix 
G, is an (n xp) matrix 
G, is an (n x q) matrix 
II is a (p x 1) control vector, and 
v is a (q X 1) control vector. 
The functions F, G,, and G, are assumed to be piecewise continuous 
functions of time, with a finite number of jump discontinuities during the 
interval f, to T. 
The cost function J is a quadratic function of the state vector and the 
controls: 
J=x’(r)Sx(r)+j’ (x’Qx+u’R,u+v’R,v)dt (49) 
to 
where :
S is an (n x n) symmetric onstant nonnegative-definite matrix, 
Q is an (n x n) symmetric nonnegative-definite matrix of class C*, 
R, is a (p x p) symmetric positive-definite matrix of class C*, and 
R, is a (q x q) symmetric negative-definite matrix of class C*. 
Consider the control diagram of Fig. la. It can be shown [lo] that the 
necessary conditions are as below: 
avA ‘j + G:P, ] x,x; dt = [0], k = 1, 2 ,..., m,, (50) 
+ jt; %k [ *I2 Cl R, jz, &*j + GIP, x3x; dt = [O], 
I 
k= 1, 2 ,..., ~2,~ (51) 
(j,k [RI ,z P#’ + W,] XIX; dt 
+(::B,k [R2 ,z &$” + W’,] x2x; dt = [o], k = 1, 2 ,..., m2, (52) 
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and 
x3x; dt = [O], k = 1, 2,..., m22. (53) 
P, , P,, and P, satisfy the following differential equations: 
&+P,F1 +F;P,+C,= [0] (54) 
with the boundary condition P,(tl) = P2(tl); 
with the boundary condition P2(t2) = P,(t,); and 
(56) 
with the boundary condition P3(T) = S, where 
ml1 ml1 
F,=FtG, 1 a,jA"tG2 C P,B’j (57) 
j=l j=l 
ml2 m21 
F, = F + G, C a2jA” + G2 C @ljBlj (58) 
j=l j=l 
m12 
F, = F + G, 2 a,jA” t G2 y PVB” (59) 
j=l j=l 
c,= (J~a~jA’i)‘R~ (,zaljA”) + (~~P”B”)“,l~~~/i,jB”) +Q 
(60) 
C,= (,$a2jA2’)‘Rl /,ga2jA”) +i~P”B”)“2(~~PUB”) +Q 
(61) 
and 
C,= /,za,A”)‘R, (,ga2jA”) + (~~82jB~i’R2~~~B*jB2’) +Q* 
(62) 
For optimality of gain-change points 
H,(h) = H2(fl) (63) 
H&2) = H&2)- (64) 
409/104/l-14 
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Conditions (63) and (64) can be further simplified. Let 
ml1 
A,iB C avA1’ , i=l,2 
j=l t=ti 
ml2 
Azi& c avA2j , i= 1,2 
j=l t=ti 
ml1 
B,iB C PljB’j 3 i= 1,2 
j=l t=ti 
m-22 
B2i 6 C P2jB2’ 
j=l t=ti’ i= 1,2. 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
Because x is continuous, condition (63) yields 
x’(~AAI,R,(~JAII +B,lRz(tl)B,, + Q>x(t,> 
+ 2x’@l)P,(t,P’+ G,A,, + WUlt=t, x(t,) 
= x’(f,)(A;,R,(t,)Az, +B;,Wf,)B,, + Q> 4th 
+ 2x’(~l)~z(~lP + GJ21 + WL)lt=tl x(td 
Set 
Wl> 62 pl(tl> = Pz(t,>. 
With this, Eq. (69) reduces to 
x’(f,WI,R,(QA,, + WJ G,@,)A,, 
--ASl~l(4)A21- W,)G,(t,)Az,l x(t,> = 0 
(69) 
(70) 
or 
x’W[(A,, +Az,)‘R,(f,) + W,)G,O,)I(A,, -A,l)x(tl)=O (71) 
or 
x’(t,)(A,, --A,,)’ [R,O,)(A,, +A,,) + 2GI@,)P(t,)l X(f,) = 0. (72) 
BecauseA,,#A,,, in general, and because (72) must be satisfied by x(t,), it 
follows that 
R,(f,W,1 +A,,) + 2W1)Wl) = [Ol. 
Similarly, condition (64) yields 
Rz(tzW312 + B,,) + 2W2) W2) = 101. 
(73) 
(74) 
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Conditions (73) and (74) are necessary conditions for optimality of gain- 
change points and are to be satisfied in addition to (50)-(56). 
After some algebraic manipulations, the optimal cost Jo can be shown to 
be equal to 
SufJicient Conditions 
Jo = x’@o) p&o> x@o)* (75) 
The sufficient conditions of Section 3 can now be applied to the above 
problem. Consider 
Z(X, A, B, v, p) = x’(t) P(t) x(t) + c c tlY’(ay - (a?)‘) 
j=l k=l 
+ 2 i qy(ay - (a;)‘) + t(t, - ty)’ 
j=l k=l 
+ c c p;j(bF - (b;j)‘) 
j=l k=l 
+ s c py(b”j - (by)‘) - t(t, - t;)’ (76) 
j=l k=l 
where P(t) is defined by (54), (55), and (56) in the respective time intervals. 
It can be shown [lo] that the sufficient conditions of Section 4B are 
satisfied in view of the necessary conditions (50)-(64). Finally, the scalar 
function 1(x, A ‘, B”, v, p) reduces to 
Z(x, A ‘, B”, rj, p) = x’Px. (77) 
Hence the existence of P(t) satisfying (54~(56) in the respective time 
intervals is a sufficient condition for the existence of a saddle point. 
6. AVERAGING OVER INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Conditions (50)-(53) suggest a scheme for finding controller parameters 
that do not depend upon the initial conditions. The problem is to find or 
characterize, if they exist, A * and B* which are optimal in the sense that for 
any other sets of gains matrices A and B there holds 
E,[W*,B)] <E,[J@*,B*)] (78) 
and 
EJW *, B*)l <E&W, B*)l (79) 
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where the expectation operators E, and E, are taken over distributed initial 
states. The players will try to satisfy the necessary conditions in an average 
sense. It can be shown [lo] that for the class of linear-quadratic games 
under consideration, the operation of taking the expected values of the 
necessary conditions for optimality, conditions that correspond to known 
initial conditions, is equivalent to finding the necessary conditions for 
optimality corresponding to the expected value of J. 
Now, 
Xi(t,) = #itti7 li-1) xl(fi-l) (80) 
d=F,h; Mo 3 43) = 1 (81) 
(4, =F,h; Mb 7 ll> = 1 (82) 
(53 =F,d,; 43023 t2) = 1. (83) 
Assume that x,, is a random vector and further assume that 
E(xiOxjO) = KijE(xtO) (84) 
and therefore 
E(x,,x;)=K 635) 
where the Kij’s, the entries of K, depend upon the advance information 
available to the players. Therefore, 
%x;) = W& hJ~,xhW~ hJ1 = $,W 
Similarly, 
and 
@At7 tO>=6i(f~ fi-l)4i-l(ti-,9 ci-2) **’ 42Cf29 ll) $iCt19 lo) 
for all i. Equations (86), (87), and (88) therefore reduce to 
E(x,x;)=@,K@; 
E(x~x;)=@&@; 
E&w;) = (P&q. 
(86) 
(87) 
(89) 
\ I 
(91) 
(92) 
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If it is then required that conditions (50~(53) be satisfied in an expected 
value sense, 
R, c a,jA’j+ G;P, @,K@; dt = [0], 1 
1 @,K@$ dt 
+J’a,, [ m’2 R, s a,A” + GIP, 
I 
@,,K@; dt = [0], 
12 j=1 
R, ~ P,jB” + G;P, ~,K~I dt 
j=l I 
+ y/L [ m’2 R, 1 j3,jB’j + G;P, @,K@; dt = [0], 
II j=l 1 
and 
R, T PUB’/’ + G;P,] @,K@Pj dt = [0], 
k = 1, 2 ,..., ml, (93) 
k = I,2 ,..., ltl12 (94) 
k = 1,2 ,..., m,, (95) 
k = 1, 2 ,..., mz2. (96) 
Note that if the ratios x,,,/x~, , xzO/xiO a-. X,o/Xio are known for some 
nonzero xiO, the necessary conditions can be solved without knowledge of 
the specific initial values. 
It can be shown [lo] that the sufficient conditions of Section 3 are 
satisfied by A *‘s and B *‘s in an expected sense, the initial condition being 
treated as a random variable. 
The value of J obtained by using these suboptimal A *‘s and B*‘s, after 
some algebraic manipulations, is 
J = w;P,(t,) x,, (97) 
and the expected value of J is 
J^ = tr(P(t,) K). (98) 
Of course, each player could use a different K in the design of his 
controller and the one coming closest to the true K would benefit in average 
performance. 
Note that whereas the constant feedback gains are here independent of the 
intial state, the optimal performance index (97) depends upon the initial 
state. 
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7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
A. Scalar Case: AC-B Problem 
Consider the case of a linear time-invariant system governed by 
i = -0.5x + 1.25U + lSv, x0 = 2. 
The quadratic cost functional is 
(99) 
J=x(T)‘~+(~(~*-4~*+2x*)dt (100) 
0 
where T = 1, and to = 0. Consider the control diagram of Fig. 2a. The 
minimizing player can select two intervals of constant gains whereas the 
maximizing player is constrained to use the same constant gain throughout 
the duration of the play. Following Section 5, the optimal parameters for 
fixed gain intervals are 
A = -1.25 
J-i:, P,x2 dt 
J-i: x2 dt 
(bl 
(101) 
FIG. 2. Control diagrams. 
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(102) 
B = +. 3,5 &&x2 + (T, Pzx’dt 
j-;;x’dt +J;x* dt (103) 
where P, and P, satisfy (104) and (105), respectively: 
P, + 2P,(-0.5 + 1.25C + 1.5B) + C* - 4B2 + 2 = 0 
with the boundary condition P,(T) = S, and 
(104) 
j, + 2P,(-0.5 + 1.25‘4 + 1.5B) +A2 - 4B2 + 2 = 0 (105) 
with the boundary condition P,(t,) = P2(t,). 
The method of successive approximations is used to find the optimal 
gains. Different gain-change times t, are chosen, and for each t,, the 
parameter S is varied from 4 to 10. Figure 3 shows the variation of perfor- 
mance index with t,. Note that the optimum t, occurs nearer to the end of 
the game than to the beginning. An analogy can be made here to the case of 
a runner who makes a final exerted effort near the end of a long race. It is 
evident from Fig. 3 that with two gain-change intervals and with constant 
feedback gains, the minimizing player can force the difference between the 
saddle point value and the actual performance index to be nominal. 
5.0 P, Q, R, S 
Performance Indices with 
Plecewise-Constant Gains 
Horizontal lines + Perfornmce Indices with 
Tme-Varying Gains 
4.2 
0 0.2 014 0.6 0:s 1.0 
Time tl 
FIG. 3. Variation of performance index with gain-change time AC-B problem, scalar 
case. 
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B. A Vector Case 
Consider the case of a linear time-invariant system governed by 
(106) 
where u and u are scalar controls. The quadratic cost functional is 
x’(T) [; :lx(T)+j:(x:+0.5u’-4v2)dt. (107) 
The players are restricted to use piecewise-constant feedback gains and four 
equal time intervals are chosen. The control diagram of Fig. 2c illustrates the 
case. Following Section 5, the necessary conditions for the case of Fig. 2c 
are 
A=-(0 2)f’P,#,K#;dt (,“tilK&dt)-’ (108) 
‘0 to 
B = -A/4 (109) 
c = -(O 2)jhP2#2Kl& dt (jt*)*K1#; dt) -l 
11 II 
(110) 
D = - C/4 (111) 
E=-(0 2)j”P3#IK2(;dt (f3&K2&dt) -’ (112) 
t2 12 
F = -E/4 (113) 
G=-(0 2) (jt),Wt) (jt)W~t)-l (114) 
H = -G/4 (115) 
where it is assumed that t, = 0.25, t, = 0.5, t, = 0.75, and T = 1.0 seconds, 
K, K,, K,, and K, are the expected values of the state at t,, t,, t,, and t,, 
respectively, i.e., 
Ki=gi(ti,ti-l)Oi--l(ti-,, ti-2) **a #2(tZytl)$l(tl, t,)K4i(t,, to) 
4Ct2T t*> ‘*’ $I(ti, ti-l) (116) 
and where 
iI= (F + G,A + G,B) $1; O&Y to> =I (117) 
qi2 = (F + G,C + G,D) 92; 42(fl3 td = 1 (1W 
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&=(F+G~E+G,F)#,; 9402 9 b) = I 
&=(F+G,G+G~H)$~; 9&3 9 t3) = I 
~,+P,(F+G,G+G,H)+(F+G,G+G,H)‘P, 
tG'R,G+H'R,HtQ=[O] 
with the boundary condition P,(T) = S. Similarly, 
Ei,tP3(I;+G,EtG,F)+(FtG,E+G,F)' P, 
tE'R,EtF'R,FtQ=[O] 
with the boundary condition P3(f3) = P,(t,); 
P;,tP,(FtG,CtG,D)t(F+G,C+G,D)'P, 
+C'R,CtD'R,DtQ=[O] 
with the boundary condition P2(tz) = PJtJ; and 
~,tP,(FtG,A+G,B)t(FtG,AtG,B)'P, 
tA'R,AtB'R,BtQ=[O] 
with the boundary condition Pl(tl) = P2(tl). 
(119) 
(120) 
(121) 
(122) 
(123) 
(124) 
The method of successive approximations is used to compute the optimal 
parameters. 
In addition to the above results, a number of different constant gain time 
intervals were chosen, and for each case, under different partial information 
about the initial conditions, the optimal parameters and the performance 
index were computed. The variation of optimal gains with time t for the case 
with four constant gain intervals is also illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. It is 
evidient from Figs. 4 and 5 that the optimal piecewise-constant gains 
approach the nonconstant feedback gains as the number of gain-change 
intervals increases. Table I clearly indicates the nature of the solutions. 
8. CONCLUSION 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a saddle point 
when both players use suboptimal controls have been examined. Similar 
variational procedures can be applied to problems of finding min, max,J 
when the players can use mixed controls; namely, when each player is 
restricted to use suboptimal controls only during specified intervals of time. 
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In the special case of linear-quadratic games, it has been shown that the 
piecewise optimal controller parameters for a given initial condition x0 are 
also valid for initial conditions ax,,, -co < a < co. Consideration has been 
given to the optimal choice of gain-change times and also to the case when 
only partial information about possible initial states is available to the 
players. 
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